Synopsis
Shows di 60’ con opzione di aggiungere a seguire Workshops di 30’
STORY

I prim. - Alex’s day at the Zoo
(1 performer per class)

Alex is reading his favourite story “A Day at
the Zoo” when a storm blows away all the
pictures and letters from his book. Alex
leads the students on an adventure to the
zoo to find the missing pieces
and
recompose the story. In the zoo, they meet
funny animals who teach them new songs
and games and help them on their exciting
adventure.

II prim. - Alex’s Adventure in Space
(1 performer per class)

Alex has always loved exploring and going on
great big adventures. When he finds his old
toy rocket, Alex flies off onto an adventure
in space, far from home. There he and your
students discover new and wonderful things
with the help of Alex’s magic rocket.

III prim. - Alex and the Missing hamster
(1 performer per class)

It is Alex’s birthday, and he is busy preparing
for his party. When Alex’s best friend
Hammy the Hamster goes missing, Alex sets
off on an adventure to solve the mystery of
his missing friend with help from the
students.

IV prim. - Lost in Time
(2 performers per 2 classes)

Alex and Sam are organising their old toys in
the attic when Alex discovers a magical
board game that leads him on an adventure
through history and time. If they want to
return back home, he must win the game by
escaping from a caveman, solving Egyptian
puzzles and confronting Roman gladiators

V prim. - Alex’s Adventures Around the
World
(2 performers for 2 classes)

Alex and Sam have a big, difficult homework
project they have to complete for school.
The project is about countries of the world,
but they only know about Italy. One day a
box arrives with unique objects. These
objects help them complete their project
while taking them on an unforgettable
adventure around the world.

Vocabulary

Grammatical Structures

 Vocabulary based on
the theme of the
story
 Places
 Animals
 Basic body parts
 Common objects

 Basic greetings
 Basic questions (with
‘to be’ and ‘can’)
 Let’s … (with basic
imperatives)
 Basic adjectives
 Basic imperatives

 Vocabulary based on
the theme of the
story
 Physical description
 Planets
 Time and numbers








 Vocabulary based on
the theme of the
story
 Food
 Places
 Farm animals






Greetings
Modal verb ‘can’
Use of verb like
Let’s … (with basic
imperatives)
 Basic imperatives
 Prepositions of place
 Favourites

 Vocabulary based on
the theme of the
story
 Numbers
 Wh-words
 Physical description















 Vocabulary based on
the theme of the
story
 Days of the week
 Forest animals








Greetings
Modal verb ‘can’
Prepositions of place
Action verbs
Questions with ‘to be’
Demonstrative
adjectives

Greetings
Common expressions
Questions
Modal verb ‘can’
want to/need
Present continuous
Auxiliary do/does
Prepositions
Comparatives
Likes/favourites
Action verbs
Basic greetings
Use of verb likequestionModal verb ‘can’
‘have’ for possession
Let’s … (with action
verbs)
Demonstrative
pronouns
Common expressions
Imperatives

